
In the wake of the Supreme Court’s Dobbs decision eviscerating women’s rights, federal employees 
are wondering if they can join protests in defense of abortion rights.

Federal employees have the right to protest, march in the streets, attend a 
protest rally, demonstration, or meeting. 

As a federal employee, you should not do so when on duty, in uniform, wearing official insignia, or 
using a federal vehicle in connection with your protest activities. 

Know Your Rights:  Federal Employees Have the Right to Protest!

But what about the Hatch Act?
The Hatch Act permits employees of all ranks to attend “rallies and meetings.” [1] [1]

A federal employee cannot do so when on duty, in uniform, wearing an official insignia, while 
engaging in the discharge of official duties, or using a federal vehicle.[2][2]

Issue advocacy is different than partisan political activity on behalf of a candidate or political 
party.

The Hatch Act does not prohibit federal employees from engaging in non-partisan political 
activities. Accordingly, employees may express their opinions about current events and matters 
of public interest at work so long as their actions are not considered political activity. Political 
activity is “an activity directed towards the success or failure of a political party, candidate for 
partisan political office, or partisan political group.” [3][3]

The U.S. Office of Special Counsel has repeatedly found that federal employees can use the 
phrases “Black Lives Matter” or “Tea Party”[4][4] including when on duty.[5][5]

You can write letters, post opinions, and engage in social media on issue-advocacy around 
matters of public importance so long as it is on your own time as a private citizen and you 
are not using federal resources or an account that associates or identifies you with your 
federal employment or title.[6][6] Supervisors should be careful not to target subordinates with 
messaging.
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Becoming a federal employee does not take away your right to    
peacefully assemble and protest!  
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